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About this Chapbook
 During the spring of 2017 forty-one young women from my poetry-writing 
workshops wrote poems to submit to the Words Unlocked poetry-winning 
contest. Five of those young women had their poems published in the Words 
Unlocked poetry anthology, including one young woman who tied for 2nd Place 
honors. Congratulations to all these brave writers! All of these young poets are 
published here.
 I have entitled this online chapbook “The Lost and Found Department of 
the Heart” because the majority of these heartfelt poems explored what these 
young women had lost – family, freedom, true self, control over life to addiction, 
fathers, sanity, love, identity, happiness, peace, hope, and connection to others. 
Constructed of carefully selected words, these young women’s thoughts move 
– line after line, stanza after stanza -- down the pages as they tell of their lives 
dropping into deeper and deeper chaos and pain.  By their own tellings, it has 
been no fun at all to be deeply involved in gang life, illegal drugs and addiction, 
thoughts of suicide and cutting, or life on the run; no fun at all to lose all 
connection to your father, mother, family, boyfriend, home or to lose your own 
child while you are still a child; and no fun to be locked in a detention center, 
stuck in a treatment program, supervised by P.O. or case manager, and not to 
know how to get out, how to get on with your life and back to freedom. 
 Other girls wrote their way out of loss into what they had found, including 
memories of good and bad days, a sense of a powerful self, a positive plan for 
the future, and the truth about gangs, womanhood, illegal drugs, sanity, love 
and hope for the world. In these poems, the young woman often began their first 
stanzas with despair and pain, but constructed final stanzas of love, freedom, 
hope and a strong sense of a new self. 
 This chapbook is the result of the motivation provided by the Words Unlocked 
poetry-writing contest without the downside of judging, eliminating and ranking 
the poems. This chapbook is all about inclusion, the whole picture, all the 
voices, all the bright flowers in the garden, all the clouds in a stormy sky. All 
these lovely young women, staring out at the world from behind locked doors 
and brick walls, have chosen, sometimes hot, intensely hot, words to tell us of 
their young lives that have only temporarily been interrupted, a pause, a line 
break, before they have moved on, bravely, to compose new lives, and, with 
some luck, to disappear into the anonymity and beauty of the everyday world. 
 Thank you to every girl who wrote and shared. What fun I had spending time 
with each of you!

 Bonnie Shaw, PhD, Writer, Poet, Teacher & Arts Advocate

 The artwork in this chapbook was created by the young women and staff at 
Gemstone Youth Center, and, yes, I joined in the fun and colored a couple of 
hearts. Thanks to Gemstone for their reliable energy, work ethic and creativity.  
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All My Life
by T. B. at Gemstone Youth Center

All my life 
I’ve taken care of 
my family,
my mom, my sisters, my three nephews,
watching them with a close eye, 
never willing to say good-bye.

All my life, helping the people 
I cared about most -- 
It was what made me happy. 

All my life, I’ve been there. 
I always have done 
the best I could. 
I was there for everybody 
every day, 
taking their problems  
on my shoulders,
holding up,
holding them tightly
 
To even think of
not being able 
to take care of my family,
to make sure they’re okay, 
because of 
a bad decision I made, 
is unbearable.

Now locked between white walls, 
I only get two calls a week to talk to
my family.

First ring, second . . .
“Hello?”
I hear my mom on the other end. 
I tear up and wish I could break free . . .
They need me.
Everyone says:  “Take care of yourself first, 
Not your family.”
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They says:  “Helping yourself is helping your family.”
But . . .
How am I supposed to focus on myself 
when all my life I have been taught to 
focus on them?  
Because . . .
Now my sister with three kids is relapsing,
So how does my focusing on myself make them happy?
They do need me, and I can’t help them here
Locked up.  
Who do I help?
You tell me:  Who do I help?
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Good Mourning
by K. M. at ARTEC

Is it crazy to say
I’ve saved others 
more times than 
I’ve ever saved myself? 
That I’ve saved people 
who should be six feet under,
those who have not returned 
the favor by any means, 
not even a: “How’s it going?”

Is it crazy to say  
I’m only 17,
but it feels as if I’m a veteran 
who’s already gone to war, 
time and time again? 
A war I have not yet won, 
a war I’ve been fighting for 
nine self-mutilating years, 
a war of taking all the pills under 
this godforsaken sun. 

Is it crazy to say
I’ve wanted to die 
more than I have 
ever wanted to wake up? 
That every morning I truly mourn. 
I try to heal myself the way everyone wants me to. 
I down the pills that aren’t working, 
plaster a smile on my face like a Barbie doll 
who will never experience sadness.  

Is it crazy to say 
I am refusing 
to accept the help and compassion 
I need to change? 
Perhaps I’ve simply given up on humanity. 
Perhaps I have no common humanity left in me. 
Perhaps I like being the illustrious disaster 
that I am, maybe I feed off of it,
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Or perhaps it’s time
to endure the fact
I am not at peace,
but trying to create relief.
Until then I’ll walk this disguise
of artificial tranquility. 
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Stuck
by M. O. at Gemstone Youth Center

You think it’s funny 
till
you’re looking at bricks,
feeling sick, got old kicks,
funny
till your head it trembling, 
your mind hanging by a thread
filled with havoc like a 
pool full of acid. 
You’re melting in the boiling pot,
your brain starts to twist . . . 
playing tricks, 
you’re the offspring, child, spawn 
no one needed. 
They, your loving family, pleaded with
sorrow, guilt, sadness
about you. 
 
When you look outside
through 
your barred window, 
you see a life you could have had . . .
family, friends, freedom
but don’t. 
You thought it was funny to play with fire.
Now you’re up in smoke.
You should have known.
I should have known,
but I had no clue. 
Now I’m stuck in the same room 
in the same mood
in the same day, every day the same.
Everybody tried to tell me what I couldn’t do, 
but all I did was change lanes from 
you lame dudes, me saying: 
“All you lames claim I’m the one to blame.”

And I’m still stuck in a rut
time to dig up . . . freedom.
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Meth & Men & Mom
by C. B. in Farmington Bay Youth Center

Don’t tell me everything is going 
to be okay.
It was always different men. 
I was their slave. 
I have heard it all before. Things tend to stay 
the same.
Mom always turned to meth and men to stay 
sane.
So did I.  
Who am I to blame? 

No matter how bad I wanted to stop, 
I couldn’t get away 
It was in my mind, the thoughts. 
I went insane.

They beat me. I was afraid. 
Another hit to the pipe always helped me 
to be okay.
Each man knew exactly what to say. 
They pulled the strings to my heart.
I knew I couldn’t last another day.

I got pregnant at 13, kept on using. 
The pain got worse when I lost 
my baby girl, three days old. 
It was my fault. 
I just wanted to hurt myself and bleed. 

I don’t even know who I am. 
My scars are all I have left.
I pushed everyone who cared away.
I deserved nothing.
Overdosing, almost dying never 
stopped me. 
I became my worst. 

Helping mom was my excuse.
I always ran away. 
The meth dragged me back.
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Mom begged:  Please stay. 
I knew the right choice.
I denied my thoughts. 
I was scared, but 
the meth wouldn’t stop. 

Like mother, like daughter, they 
always tell me. 
I feel destined, but that is not who 
I am supposed to be,
to be okay. 
So, is that what keeps drawing me back? 
We say we will change, but 
is that reality? 
Is everything ever going 
to be okay?
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Dreams
by J. G. at Farmington Bay Youth Center

Dreams. 
I used to dream of butterflies,
but now 
all I can see is the burning pain
in my mother’s eyes.

I’m looking . . . death in the face his eyes, angry and red.
It’s no surprise . . . life is evil . . . almost dead.

My mother said I was a sin.
Where has my father been?
He left 
without a trace. No sympathy on his face.
I have no memory of my father, the other half of me. 
I can’t smile or laugh, you see,
because I’m missing the 
other half 
of me. 

Why does life have to be so evil?
It is like every breath is lethal,
breathe . . . 1, 2, 3 . . . breathe.

I try but 
this pain is hurting . . . me. 
I’m behind bars even in my dreams. 
I’m not free.
This is not how life is supposed 
to be, following in my father’s footsteps.
I am not looking behind me 
because 
honestly 
full-heartedly
I hate me. 
This isn’t a debate.
See, people say to me you’re strong, but
Lately 
the days seem so unbelievably crazy.
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My heart screams . . . Maybe someday, somehow . . . to them
you won’t to be crazy . . . 
crazy . . . Save me. Let me dream of butterflies.
Let me forget the pain in my mother’s eyes
. . . the pain in her eyes.
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Broken
by J. K. at Salt Lake Observation & Assessment

When he leaves,
to be shot at on the other side of the world,
he wants me to be, 
my very best.

We have something in common.
We’re fighting to be free.
He’s there for my worst, when I am broken.
When I’m back together,
he turns and runs.

When he leaves, I undo the seams.
The aching heart inside me bleeds.
I fall for the first person I see,
if only to replace the hole he left.

The hunger for him, for that feeling 
when he’s around,
I scream so loud I barely make a sound.

The feeling that the sun is 
made for me in his toolshed,
a clever mind game, he plays.
It’s all in my head.

He breaks my heart.
He holds sharp objects,
pokes, stabs.
I cry.
He comes back.

The empty promises,
giving me hope of a bright day.
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He promises to love me.
I know he only loves to see me fail.
Over and over I fall for him.
Over and over he wins – always.

He is my rock.
I become steady, then
he turns into sand and fades in the wind,
leaving that feeling, 
the feeling I am the only one in the world, 
that he loved me.

I am walking on a tight rope of emotions, 
below the net of loneliness. 
When he took my love, he altered my balance, 
time after time I fall 
not just into depression, 
but for him.

You see,
when he leaves, he breaks me,
ripping me apart,
stitch by stitch.
He’s broken me so beautifully,
you can’t even see the seams,
my heart, forever broken.
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My New Name
by N. G. at Granite YESS Program

Have you ever heard of the word insanity?
They say kids who are locked up are the definition of insanity.
They give us that label. We take on the name.
We see brick walls and blue doors.
We sit behind these doors and rot until they think we are “ready to go.” 
Sometimes we don’t even get to go.
People tell me my name should be Insanity. 
I look at them with a smirk and say: “I wish it could. It would be my pleasure.”
I regret the words, but they begin to spill out my mouth.
I am tied to a bed with ropes, unable to walk. 
These ropes are like people sitting on top of my arms and legs.
People are telling me how I am going to live life,
Forcing change upon me,
Telling me how they want me to grow, “to change.”
Ropes are binding me, forcing me to be what they want me to be. 
I am screaming for help. I can hear the voice in my head yelling again and again, 
“Insanity!”
People make fun of me. They laugh at me. 
I sit in my room dwelling on my name, Insanity.
I hear people calling for me.
I look up and nobody is there. It echoes inside my head:
Insanity.
Insanity.
Insanity.
I try to go back to change my name. I have been called “Insanity” for so long I 
forget what my name really is.
I look in the mirror as the word “insanity” spills over my reflection.
I pace in my room.
People look at me through the window on my door like I am wearing human 
flesh as a disguise.
They are trying to mold me,
Make me lose my identity.
“Insanity” soon becomes my name.
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Again
by E. H. at Granite YESS Program

Again tears come down from my eyes, 
so tired I just want 
to die.
Getting brainwashed every day,
I don’t even know 
why.
Again I see my mom with another 
black eye.

Again I’m sitting in the same
miserable place.
Using substances to numb my pain, 
I get addicted more 
every single day.
Going from placement to placement,
gangbanging, constantly 
looking over my shoulder,
 for heaven.
Going against nature’s laws till my death 
is finally ahead.
I ask myself: Where’s my dad? 
Did he abandon me again?

I lie hopelessly with ties and 
the same guy 
I would never see, would 
haunt me in my sleep.
All I wanted was protection so 
I wouldn’t get hurt.
I’m scared to tell anybody so 
I lie in this ball in the dirt.

I’m sick of being this person, 
going through pain 
every single day.
Again and again 
I want to change 
my style, to stop 
numbing the pain, end 
the thoughts 
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running through my head 
of being held hostage,   
and yet for some reason 
I get pulled 
back into this misery 
and sin again.
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No Answers*
by S. H. at Gemstone Youth Center

The way she looks into 
her mother’s brown eyes
sorrow, hurt,
in disguise

The way 
her stepfather stands
looking at her mother
as he places the .44
into his hand 
cocking the chamber 
so he can put a 
bullet through his head

The pain and sorry’s 
finally lead
to the explanation 
of why he is so used to
being in his crazy head
with the picture of himself
being dead

The way she looks into
her mother’s brown eyes . . .
the sadness she hides 
behind those happy eyes.

The questions of the 
alcohol he abused 
and the fist he
threw to make her bruised
drowning his depression all 
behind a drink

I wanted you gone but
Not this way 
You hurt us with that,
that happened
in a blink
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Now I am left with
pain, confusion, memories, 
hatred, trauma, questions –
Why did you hurt my mom?
Why did you do it?
Why did you leave this world?
Why were you so depressed?
Why didn’t you ask for help?
Why in front of us?  
Why me?

So many questions.
Did this really happen?
Will I ever know?
 
*This poem was published in the 2017 Words Unlocked anthology.
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Take My Soul
by L. I. at Granite YESS Program

I run in the streets, 
my life at risk, 
hoping someday, 
my day will come.
 
I pray to God and ask 
for forgiveness, 
that when my time has come 
and it’s time for 
me to sleep, 
I pray to the Lord, 
my soul he’ll keep. 

I chose this life, 
to commit nothing but sin. 
You see, I didn’t just wake 
up one day and decide to 
roam.
I wanted to feel wanted, 
wanted protection, and 
not to be lonely. 

I sold my soul but 
the price still hasn’t been paid.
I’m still living in misery and pain. 
I ask God 
to forgive me, 
hoping when the 
time comes, He’ll take my soul. 

God, if you can hear me, 
please redirect me
to the path, right and leading me 
to Thee. 
When my time on earth has 
come to an end, 
I can’t promise 
I won’t commit sin, 
but God, I pray to you, 
when I die, leave this life of hate,
I pray my soul 
you’ll take to heaven and home.
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Not Ready for Goodbye
by S. U. at Granite YESS Program

Pictures of you go through my mind
From a different day and a different time
Your hands so gentle, yet so strong
Wrinkles in your knuckles and fingers so long
Throwing a ball or giving big high fives
They wiped away tears that fell when I cried
I reenact the things you’d do or even the things you’d say
Sometimes it gives me that extra umph to get through another day
I remember so many things I don’t want to forget
But then I think of little fights with words I now regret
I tried my best to show you often what was in my heart
As damaged as it was it still tried to do its part
So many things I want to say, but never got the chance
Goodbyes are never easy, especially at first glance
I lost a part of me when you died that day
Now my heart has such forgiving love for you that won’t go away
I wish I could hold your hands even just one more time
And I wish that you could tell me that everything is going to be just fine
Thank you for the good times, thank you for the bad
Thank you for the experiences, even the ones that made me sad
All I have now is pictures of those moments frozen in time
And all the emotions that I have to lay down in this rhyme
All I want is to see you again walking through the door
When I could hear you coming like all the times before
Dad, I love you more each moment that time passes by
But still I am not ready to forever say goodbye . . .
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Gone
by R. D. at Granite YESS Program 

Fists fly like birds, sharp crows,  
Eyes bleed, of tears  
Arms cry, of blood 
Dead smile, of fear 
Bite your tongue or you’ll get hurt 
The hands that push fists, push you, down those stairs 
Blood comes from your big belly 
The baby’s gone

The baby’s gone,
She’s gone,
That baby girl, you almost had her in your arms and now, 
Your heart went with her, 
Drugs don’t help 
You grow sorrowful, the thought of going lingers 
That baby girl, 
Your heart’s gone, the rest of you wants to follow
 
Do you take that blade to your arm 
one 
last 
time?
But is it too late? 
You down bottle after bottle,
Wake up in a hospital bed
Do you try again . . . to live or to die?
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In the Cellar
by M. N. at Granite YESS Program

In the cellar 
Roses wither 
With red droplets on petals, silky, white.  
I’m dreaming. 
In this dream 
I’m falling down, down, down. 
I call and reach out. 
Nobody wants to catch me.
It’s fine. It’s okay.
I know that nobody is going to catch me.
 
People say: She’s not okay.
I’m not okay? 
Tied up with names, 
Words in a white room that’s suppose 
To keep the voices out, 
But it’s too late. 
They’re here.
And I am still locked away 
In the cellar, the cellar of darkness.
 
I wish, I wish upon a star that 
Someone, anyone would show me love.
I cut away the pain but it won’t go. 
I know I am nothing. 
I know no matter what I do 
I will never be good enough. 
Maybe someday when I’m gone, 
someone will ask: 
Isn’t something missing? 
Isn’t someone missing me? 

That is my only question. 
People forget and
I am left behind, forgotten. 
Before you leave me, I will leave.
I don’t want the hurt. 
I’m on the edge falling. 
I tear myself apart, 
Piece by piece 
As I lie in my cellar with my white rose 
Stained with red droplets 
On it silky white petal.
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Over Me
by M. C. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

Don’t tell me what I did wrong, 
 nor ask me why 
  I did it. 
I would never have thought 
 I would have done 
  what I did.  
I am the kind of person who 
 if you mess with my loved ones,
I’ll strike you back with 
  the worst.
Whatever you loved the most, I’ll damage.

When I woke up in that morning, 
I never planned to hurt my knuckles.
 I hurt my knuckles bad. 
I guess alcohol took control,
 Took control of my emotions. 
I honestly don’t drink
 but when I do it’s to forget my past.

Breaking stuff, 
 I guess, 
  makes me feel even better, 
relieved
  of my worry, my thoughts, all my stress 
out 
 when I break something, 
  throwing a vase against the wall.
 
I see that what I did, 
 breaking windows in those cars, 
  I was the anger, 
 wasn’t really worth being here, 
  locked up, but it is what it is.

 Now I miss the ones who showed me love,
My mom, who has changed, not for the best. 
 I will forever remember the day she chose her man 
over me.
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I never really thought this day would come. 
 I mean it’s not bad 
  in here, 
 one of my loved one is 
  in here 
with me, my friend is here. It disappoints and pleases me 
she is here. Out there is in trouble but 
  in here 
she is calm.  She’s staying out of trouble.
I’d rather she her out & about 
 like good old times. 
I’d rather see me out & about 
 in good old times.  

Don’t tell me I did 
 wrong,
I know I did wrong.  
I have reminders.  
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Sister Please
by F. F. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

Sister, please, I know that you’re sorry,
But I was never mad. 

Yea sometimes you made me feel sad,
But I don’t regret all the fun and adventures that we had.

Sister, please, I know that you’re leaving, 
But I know in my heart you’ll always be with me.
Sister, please, I wonder how things would’ve gone 

If we hadn’t caused so much trouble and just stayed in.

Sister, please, I ask you one favor –
Please don’t ever forget me. 

In sadness and in joy,
In the mess of the world,

Please don’t ever forget your baby sister ’cause you’re all my whole world.
Sister, please, I know that y’all love me,

And I send my whole love to mom, pops, and everybody. 
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The Monsters Inside
by T. C. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

I’m scared I have become a monster, addicted. 
That I won’t give it up. 
I’m scared of giving my heart to it. 
Already I sold my soul to the devil. 
Why not give it to his brother?
 
Am I afraid? NO – YES. 
Am I afraid of becoming a bigger monster, 
a big monster that feins for the hard dark drug meth. 
I am scared the monster inside of me will come out, 
be my owner, be on the inside, 
eat its way out.
So, yes, I am afraid. 

I never thought I’d be behind a door 
without a handle until
my mom was lying in a bloody pool, shaking. 
I never thought I would stop beating up 
my mommy monster. 
I wanted to protect her from the monster 
raising and pushing me back to the ground
like always. 
I felt like maybe 
I was the monster or worse 
I’d been the monster. 
I just wanted to keep her safe. 
I fight the monster off my mommy.
 
When I look in a mirror,
I see the scared little girl
who can’t face her monster. 
When am sitting in front of that mirror, 
I was thinking: Is my monster going to 
strike back? 
Or will I be able to overcome it?

 
I see the all these happy families 
I wonder why mine’s not. 
Then I remember with the reason 
I am yelling about the monster that’s inside 
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my home wishing it would go away, 
wishing I could have some 
Meth the monster, 
wanting it to be inside of me, 
needing it to be inside of me, 
so I can fight it instead of my mommy. 

I was not supposed to remember 
all those late nights, house traffic,
walking in, seeing mommy, daddy passing
some white glass to each other. 
I should not have remembered when my sister yelled, 
“You’re not my birth sister. You’re adopted.” 

I want to take out all the memories, the good and the bad. 
Mostly I wanted to forget these times and the monster inside. 
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Cold Memory*
by A. G. at Salt Lake Observation & Assessment

I was not supposed to remember that cold deathly stare,
Me, looking straight into his eyes and holding him tight just like a baby, 
Me, screaming at him to get up while we were lying in a pool of his blood. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember. 

I was not supposed to remember him, he was just 
another homeless one with no family, 
another homeless one stuck in the drug world on Rio Grande Street,
dealing drugs with me was his only method for survival. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember. 

I was not supposed to remember the true pain he had within him, 
hiding it all behind a fake smile. Never did he show his true feelings 
because he didn’t want to be considered weak.
He took a risk nobody else wanted to take just for respect. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember. 

I was not supposed to remember how he found himself 
with no soul like the demons that haunted him everyday, 
shredded him apart like a piece of used-up paper, 
nobody there to pick up the pieces. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember. 

I was not supposed to remember he cried when he was alone, 
hiding in the darkness for too long, turning himself into a shadow. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember. 

I was not supposed to remember how death got to him before I did,
resting his head on my shoulder, whispering the words:  I’ll see you soon. 
That was something I was not supposed to remember, 

but I still remember . . . 

*This poem was published in the 2017 Words Unlocked anthology. 
Congratulations to the author. What a poem!!!
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Free to Run
by V. G. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

I wish I was free,
free as a bird 
flying in the sky
alone, free.
I hate being in State’s custody. 

I feel like I have no control. 
I have to wake up to 
strangers I don’t even know. 
It’s misery not 
having any parents or family 
that can take you in 
because of drugs, their drugs. 
Drugs ruin relationships and people. 
I’ve seen it myself. 

Because of drugs,
my drugs aren’t their drugs. 
I’m here because I ran
from the state, from custody.
I am here because I was split from my family
and I ran.
I’m here with 
no mom, no dad.
I’m here by myself 
all alone. 

But I’m still a G 
because my cousin “J” is living through me.
We’ll reunite one day. 
“J” – R.I.P.
I still want to be free.        
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I Wish
by K. P. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

I wish . . . 
I was your little princess.
I wish . . .
I was on your mind.
I wish . . .
I was more important to you than your girlfriend.
I wish . . .
Your drugs meant less to you.
I wish . . .
I could take back what I said to you.
I wish . . .
You could love me the same way you love my sister.
I wish . . .
I could be your best friend.
I wish . . .
I could say, “I’m sorry, Dad, for what I had did.” 
I wish . . .
We would have never met.
I wish . . .
I could say I don’t need you, but I can’t say that. 
I wish . . .
I didn’t need you, but I do.
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Demon
by S. B. at Gemstone Youth Center

Before 
twelve years old
innocent
Mother dies
Then four years of the system, torture.

At sixteen 
she was stunning, had come so far in life
Had a job and money, proving everyone wrong, 
successful like everyone said she wouldn’t be.

Then
she decided to have fun, 
take a break, she deserved it.
The devil disguised as her brother approached, a small crystal in hand, 
Saying:  Try it just once. It will make you feel grand.
Not knowing this would be the end of success,
she first smoked it, then poked it.

Now
she looks deep into the mirror 
speaking her reflection, her sorrow, her pain.
Hours pass 
she gets lost deep within her rumination.
She hisses:  Who is this hideous demon?
Lost, confused, broken, dependent
But unwilling to admit she has lost the battle with the needle,
she is now a demon, hunched and hideous.
Terrorizing whatever stands in her path,
her morals, her soul, her passions all sucked away 
with The blood seeping into the rig
DIG --
screamed the devil – 
Your soul belongs to me. 
Don’t dare to look back. 
You’ll never succeed. 

Why would you do this? Waste a 17-year-old soul? 

The devil replies:
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Now, darling, don’t blame this on me. Don’t you remember? 
You signed a contract. 
Now all your worries, troubles, needs 
will all be for the drug, the money, the needle. 
You will succeed. 
You will never be free.

I will never be free.
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What If 
by T. S. at ARTEC 

What if I 
Could stop this 
Thought in my head 
That turns into a feeling, 
Turning into my aggression.
Then a realization 
 . . . that . . .
I’m not OKAY 

Because of me, seeing life 
In an order of colors 
That goes from 
Red to Purple 
Ranging in bad behaviors 

Red, crimson hands that burned scars into wrists 
Orange, caps on the floor from the points in my arms 
Yellow, sticky drips that held me Higher than I thought I could be 
Green, trees that clouded my vison and numbed the pain 
Blue, rain that sprinkled down just enough depression 
To make me think I’m crazy 
Never forgetting the Purple I saw sparkling in the powder
Of my redemption 

What if . . . 
All those drugs I took 
Were Parasites 
Sucking the color of everything else 
Out of my life 
And the only treatment is 
Rehab 
That I’m stuck in 
Forever trying to pry them out of my body 
The cravings of them saving themselves 
Biting into my slim figure 
For me 
The sky is no limit 
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by R. R. at Farmington Bay Youth Center
 
It’s beautiful with mountains surrounding the view. 
The sky is nothing but blue.
The life of a young girl who is lost in the streets. 
But to her there is nothing she can’t defeat.
She thinks she’s strong until 
she finds herself mortified with guilt. 
She’s weak with nothing but 115 pounds 
on her back with bruises from the guy with 
the dope held in a sack. 
She feins for the drug, the one in control, 
the man who loves her but calls her a hoe.
He doesn’t mean it, he loves me, she says.
There’s nothing else that can be put into her head.
She has nothing but him, and the dope 
in her lungs to fill up the pain of the lost ones.
He is my Kartoon and I am his character. 
We live off of each other’s favors.
He gives me dope. I give him sex. 
Then we fell in love. It felt like I was a mess.
I was pregnant at age 15.
It gave me everything to start believing. 
I didn’t know, it wasn’t fair, 
how could I do this to myself, 
I was nothing but a child with an affair.
I didn’t mean to bleed, but the beatings got worse. 
Either way I still loved him.
He was nothing but the worst. 
My daughter was everything I could ever want. 
Three months later and it’s when 
my heart came to a stop. 
My death was what I thought of next. 
How to end? It was the best.
He came home and found out 
that she was gone. He beat me until I was numb.
Very soon after, I came to an end in this place 
I call home, which was nothing but hell,
to have placed blame on my own. 
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The Found
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Promises 
by M. T. at Farmington Bay Youth Center

Sorry,
that I do stuff to hurt myself on the daily.
I was going to change,
right?

I’m hurting people I love, mainly.
I try – not to,
really I do. 

I try not to 
with all my might, energy, 
force. 
These streets are changing my mind, 
messing with my attention and 
sanity. 
People I used to trust 
have made the most fuss,
betraying me,
creating a monster 
within me. 
I break promises 
to myself 
left and right. 
Promise here, a promise there,
I break them all. 

Now how is that fair?
I’ve slowly turned into someone 
I’m not
like a junkie who can’t find her way 
to reality.

A promise was never to be 
broken,
not for anyone. 
I had everyone’s back, 
but who 
truly 
had mine?
Loyalty isn’t something I lack. 
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All I wanted was to have a 
homie watch my back.

My worst enemy seems to be time, 
white walls that I can’t escape. 

I need to find who I am.
I am not the junkie I put out to be.
I must stand tall and have my own back. 
I will not let you hurt me any longer.
I am escaping these white walls and 
returning to reality.
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Ashamed
by B. P. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

I never thought I’d end up in this place . . .
I’m sick of feeling this way, sick of being angry with myself, 
Sick of being depressed,
Sick of being ashamed,

It’s like I don’t even know my own name.
Thoughts run through my head, Will I be okay?  
Will I see my mom again?
What did I do to get this way? 

Maybe it was when I moved to this new state.
I was tired of being lame, not be liked, unpopular,
someone that no one liked.

So I started following my peers, 
and I’m thinking maybe that’s what got me here.

Or maybe it was when I got raped . . .
I felt like I had to change,
I felt as if I had to learn the bad ways, the hard ways, 
the strong ways to feel okay, 
to feel safe. 

Or maybe it was when my dad neglected me. 
I felt like I had to do bad things, 
just to get him to stay, to pay attention.
Maybe I thought he’d care . . . but he never did.

I’m sick of the game, the drug dealing, 
stealing to survive, 
living on the streets.
It’s starting to make me feel insane. 

I never thought this would be me 
behind these locked doors,
with nothing to look at but blank walls. 

How do I get through the pain?
of being away from my friends, my mom, 
of knowing that I got myself in here, in the system.
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There’s no way . . . to get through the pain
but to maintain, 
all I can do is maintain.
All I can do is push through and be strong.
All I can do is try.
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Gangbanger 
by S. H. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

When I look in the mirror I see 
a gangbanger, 
But everyone else sees 
a 17-year-old, 
honestly I am 14,
 
Always mistaken for 17. 
That’s on them, not on me.

I look at myself as a mistake. 
I am a mess up from the streets. 
Everyone says:  You are street smart, NOW get school smart!

But I see myself as an 
independent lady 
striving for a future 
and 
wanting to be out of the system.

I always look at my mom and say to myself: 
I am GOING to be better than her! I want my kids to have a place to stay!

As I sit here looking at my life, I just tell God:  I surrender. I give up. My life is 
a mess. 

It’s not looking good. I have tried for 14 years 
over and over 
I keep on falling into the same old holes 
where I have broken my bones or 
part of my heart. 

I see myself as the music producer I always wanted to be! 
I try to spit my bars in a rhyme, not give up. 
that’s the only thing I got in my life that shows me 
I can move forward, have success in life!

I’ve never had a conversation 
with my brother 
he always is arguing over the
color I choose. 
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They call me Loka so 
I always get Loka with my own brother.

When I look in the mirror,
I am Loka, the gangbanger,
the rhymer, not my mother, not my brother,
the talker to God:  I surrender.  
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The Wind Has a Name*
by M. C. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

The gentle breeze
Flows freely, swirling around the leaves
Creating a cool, calm feeling

My mind spinning in thought
Like a tornado that won’t stop
Questions, swirling around in my head

But the wind won’t stop
It’s like I’m carrying a hundred pounds of lead
Sometimes I think it’d be better if I was dead

I feel alone, with no place to call home
My heart pounds, my palms sweat
And I keep making this life-or-death threat

So I pray to someone who I am unable to see
And suddenly I feel greatly at ease
The wind led me to you, can lead me away

It can take me to the highest mountain
Or to the deepest of the deepest oceans
It can crate the biggest waves

The smallest bird it can save
I feel the gentlest breeze 
As I lie beneath the trees

I pray once more, a sudden still small voice
Comes to mind: They call the wind
Moriah and you are mine.

*This poem was published in the 2017 Words Unlocked anthology.
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New History*
by B. A. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

In the mirror, 
I see my reflection of myself,
but I can’t see what I want to be.
The voices in my head are telling me,
Don’t get caught up!  I need to be free.
My P.O. says, Be different. Change your actions.  
I say, Don’t tell me how to be free.

I wish I could delete my past 
and keep it as a mystery.
Don’t keep me from hiding my history.
I’m competing with the streets,
the streets pulling me, grabbing me back.
So much is on my shoulders that it is giving me heat.
Feeling the steam, the hurt through the strings of my whole body,
I feel pain in my head and heart.
I say to the world, Don’t let the demons in my dreams,
the demons who haunt my happiness.

I wish I did not have to struggle and go through 
so much at such a young age. 
I wish I could be seen as good, as strong, as a leader
not following the streets.
I can see what I want to be. 

*This poem was published in the 2017 Words Unlocked anthology.
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Ideas
by E. M. at Gemstone Youth Center

Why is a color more important than life? 
Why is it that everybody wants to jump in and fight? 
We all have a worth-living life, and a gunshot to the temple 
isn’t life.
 
Red, blue, and green, what is it all about? 
We already have World War III going on in the streets. 
Why bring more damage?
We all deserve to live, but the life we living isn’t a life.
Everyone’s looking left or right trying to figure out:  
What has this world become? 
Red is for roses, blue is for the sky, green is for trees 
in summer, but 
do you know what these colors mean on the streets?
 
Red is deadly, blue is deadly, green is deadly.
You walk into a hood with the wrong color, 
you’ll get threatened, jumped, shot. 
It’s scary to think about it, 
it’s scary to see people on the streets calling out: 
Southside, Northside, Bloods, Crips, Latin Kings, and La Raza. 
Always throwing up gang signs, that’s their life. 
I live by the street rules:  “Snitches get stitches.” 
That is true, upsetting. 
You can’t even walk by a mall 
without hearing a rat call,
called out to by a rival or a homie,
to who knows what? 
And, what’s up with your “homies” you might call 
if you are in trouble, in the hospital, anywhere?
Where you think they at? 
Of course, they ain’t at the hospital with you, 
showing the love and respect. 
Now you start thinking:  Who am I really? 
Am I a homie? 
Am I the one 
doing the dirty work for others? 
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We all got a worth living life. 
If you want to be in a casket, then go into a gun fight. 
If you wanna be banging, be all about the thug life, 
just remember 
one day you will be locked up or vanished
for red or blue or green, gone for being in the wrong hood 
with the wrong color, dead for the wrong idea. 
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My Hope
by T. R. at Gemstone Youth Center 

I see why dope, drugs and gangs 
these days feels like our only hope. 

Me, just barely realizing these 
gangs ain’t no joke, taking everyone 
I love away from me, so I have no hope.

Tore me apart, seeing my uncle die, 
Me, so young and confused, 
but now I understand why.
 
My dad doesn’t look real. 
I know he’s on it again. 
I wish I could save him, 
but the lights getting dim. 

Got me mobbing the streets, 
whatever I can do to get some food 
on my brothers’ plates cuz
no one else gonna do it for them.
 
Whole life been taught
if you ain’t taking, you ain’t getting none. 
Same thing I was taught got me 
locked behind these white brick walls. 

Says a lot, not getting any calls, 
not getting any letters, no mail, now 
the church volunteers got me thinking, 
me and everyone I love are going to hell. 

Living life as a felon – it really isn’t a joke, 
no jobs hire that, so I got no hope. 

“Never show your feelings” –
I’ve always been told, but now 
I’m feeling so blue, they have no clue, 
how hard I’m trying to stay bold.

“Love those who love you, but don’t ever let it 
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mess up your vision.” Words from the rapper 
god now cut into me like an incision.
Now I’m gonna do it right. Now I’m gonna listen.
Whatever I can do to be with my family at night.

Seems like I’m too deep in the game
to get out, too deep to stop the shame.
But I know I still have time to change,
asking God above to help me clear my name,
so no one I love gotta feel this pain.

Still asking why, but now I have finally found 
my hope, without the drugs, gangs and dope.
I want no more pain, no more game,
just my family and my name. 
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Sober
by M. M. at Gemstone Youth Center

You really helped me 
at first,
but now, I feel ready to explode.
 
I depended on you for so long, 
but now it’s all gone.  
I’m sober.
 
I can’t figure out what’s wrong.
I never really had to before, 
and right now 
I’m learning I don’t need you. 
No matter how hard it is,
even when I’m torn, 
my heart as simple as paper,
burning away,
disappearing like vapor
rising into the sky as easy as good-bye.

It’s all gone now.

I’m going to start a new chapter. 
I’m going to do better. 
I’m going to revive, 
reside in a new place in my mind.
 
I said goodbye to . . .
you
because people always told me 
you were bad, 
people said you would make me 
crazy,
but without you or someone like you 
I felt sad, torn
jagged as paper
as you are burning away, 
disappearing like vapor.

And I am left sober
feeling too much,
the pain of living without you. 
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Memories Begin to Fade
by K. B. at Farmington Bay Youth Center

Mother and her change
Emotions seemed to disengage
Meth became the monster 
Order seemed so strange
Remembering we are
In a time of need 
Emotions filling her eyes 
Series of memories begin to fade

Being her little girl
Easy, not at all
Going to find her every day
In a time of desperation 
Needing a mother to hold me

Time to change
Older I grow

Forever clean 
Away from the monster 
Dedicated to her daughter
Emotions so well
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Unperishable
by M. R. at Salt Lake Observation & Assessment Center

Who is to say – what’s remembered, 
 what perishes?  
We all have that one thing dearest to our hearts,
something absolutely unforgettable.

It is as if some thing commits a crime, stealing our hearts,
 but not forever.

Day by day, week by week, year by year 
when returned, 
 rather than emptied,
our hearts are full as a summer’s pool
and if we dive into ourselves,
 deep, determined,
searching our most shallow parts,
 familiar or not,
there we find something simply unperishable --

Love. 
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Real Women 
by M. M. at Salt Lake Observation & Assessment Center

I never realized the importance 
of real women
before I was thirteen.
Suddenly I noticed my mother was 
the one,
paying the bills, taking care of her 
four children,
alone, struggling, working at Mickey D’s, tired, 
stressed out, 
cleaning our house, cooking 
enchiladas, tacos, caldo de rez
for us.

Suddenly I witnessed how hard my mother 
worked, 
taking care of us, 
recognized what a good mother she was, 
observed how much effort she put into 
raising her children.

At sixteen 
I realized mothers, real women, are 
life-givers, unconditional, 
lovers of children, 
courageous, strong, supportive.

Women are taken for granted
by bossy men who are 
controlling, 
by rich women with 
no responsibilities, 
by rebellious children who have 
no knowledge. 

Real women, miracle-giving, longsuffering, 
unyielding, are knocked down,
daily, constantly, but they always get back up 
on their feet, move on, manage, love.
Because of real women,
men learn to love.
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Created inside a woman’s womb, 
a man is nothing without a woman’s 
heart, soul, essence.

Real women are the beauty of life,
love their children, rule the world.
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Summer
by K. S. at Granite YESS Program

Twilight
is when the night begins, 
when you see the stars in the moon 
light.
Outside 
in the dark 
you lie on the wet grass in your front yard,
with thoughts of the summer 
running through your mind, 
waiting for your mom to finish 
packing the stuff in the car, 
so you can head to the camping spot 
where you will be all summer long,
with your family and friends. 

When you get there, 
you will help 
put things away in the trailer. 
Then you will go play in the stream 
with your cousins and friends.
When you get back to the campsite,
you are all soaked from head to toe. 
You dry off and eat breakfast. 
Then 
you go into the trailer 
and sleep. 

After a while your mom wakes you 
for lunch.
You play card games with your grandpa. 
You try to catch butterflies.
This is what the summer looks like in your mind
when you were seven and every year after.
This is what summer is in my mind.  
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Glow Stick
by M. H. at ARTEC

How am I okay
When there’s crimson red
Dripping from my wrists daily?

How am I okay
When I am 
Popping pills like zits?

How am I okay
When I’m in rehab
For drinking bottle
After bottle of Nyquil?

How am I okay
When my parents called the cops on me
When I was out in the freezing cold
Sleeping around with a guy when 
I didn’t even know his name?

How am I okay
When everyone left me and
My mother would lock me
In the bathroom when I 
Was just a baby?

How am I okay
When I went through all
Of the suicide attempts
Handcuffed to a hospital 
Bed all alone?

But I am okay.
I am better today
Than I was yesterday.

I found a rainbow
At the end of my 
What seemed like a 
Lifelong storm.
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Hope is the only 
Thing stronger
Than fear itself.

I have no idea
Where I’m going
But I’m still  here today.

Happiness isn’t a goal,
It’s a by-product.

I love the person I 
Have become 
Because I had to fight
To become her.

I just had to break 
In order to shine
Just like a glow stick. 
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The Day
by S. G. at ARTEC

What about the day,
if there is one,
where I don’t beat myself up
for eating too much?
What about the day,
if there is one,
where my skin
doesn’t sting
in the shower?
What about the day,
if there is one,
where I take a walk I can
enjoy
out of my home of depression . . .
What about the day
I don’t think about suicide 
every
waking
moment.
So I’ll wait
because there will be one.
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After the Struggle
by L. C. at ARTEC

Disappointment, shame, regret, sorrow.
You name it, I felt it.

I have sat for hours counting the white bricks that have surrounded me for years, 
wishing they were my mother’s warm and comforting arms that once held me as 
a baby, 
back before I tore apart her heart, my father’s heart, before all the broken 
promises and lies,  
that poured out of my mouth as easy as saying, “I love you.” 
Back when I was still their biggest achievement with my honor rolls, perfect 
attendance, 
but most importantly my clean record.

Loneliness, anguish, depression, dysphoria.
You name it, I felt it.

Every night, I got a pain in my chest full of nothing. 
I wanted to yell out for someone to rescue me, but I couldn’t make a sound. 
Even if it had, would they have bothered to help me and actually have meant it? 
Or was I only a paycheck? Or even worse, was I just another case number? 
No, please, I needed the help, genuine or not. 
I hated the feeling, like I was falling into a bottomless hole, hearing everyone 
around me, 
but not seeing a soul, as if I was blind, looking at nothing but darkness,
a color – black couldn’t begin to explain.

Anger, resentment, rage, fury.
You name it, I felt it.

This was what I imagined hell to be like, 
full of reds, oranges, vibrant and sweltering, 
capturing me like an animal in a cage. 
A sensation scorched my body. 
My veins filled with bubbling heat. My muscles twitched like 
a fish out of a river of rage. 
My hands trembled with the beating of my racing heart, my poison tears ran 
as my mind exploded with thoughts 
no human being with love, empathy, and
compassion would know. Revenge, pain, hurt, even death, ran through my head 
without any remorse. Oh, and how I hated this, but once I started, 
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there was no stopping me until my flames died down. 
It felt like those thoughts would never stop.
Then one day they did. And for good, just as flowers bloom after the winter’s 
storm.

Love, peace, hope, happiness.
You name it, I feel it.

After years of struggling, it finally happened. I found it, 
the feeling I’ve always longed for every day of my life. 
One that not drugs nor alcohol nor the pain 
I inflected onto myself or others could give me. 
I found a feeling no prescription drug could give me, 
a feeling no friends were ever willing to give me, friends so
caught up in earning stripes, making names for themselves, giving me nothing, 
friends ending up in the same wary white walls that have surrounded me. 
I found it, the feeling of happiness, hope, peace and love, 
love not only for the world around me, 
like out of the endless hole I was dropped into feathers and clouds
and I’m back in my momma’s arms feeling safer than I have ever been. 
That even though I’m still behind these walls, I am a free 
to say “I love you” to my future, to my freedom, to myself.
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Love Someone
by G. W. at ARTEC

Every time I look outside 
on a rainy day,
I wish I could be out there,
but my thoughts jumble
too much.
I can’t stand this pain.

One day 
I’ll turn this world upside down
and give every child
who was forgotten 
a home,
every meth-head love,
every person who 
needs love, love.
They’ll never have to
feel alone.
They will feel worth something
when they finally 
have a home to go to at night,
food on the table.
They will be able to be honest 
and not have to feel shame
for all the track marks on their arms.
No one will stare at them.

They will be loved for who they are
and know if their car breaks down,
they have someone they can call
and don’t have to walk miles and miles
to get home, 
and they don’t have to stink so bad 
they can’t get a job
or get so sick they
and die alone.

Why does this happen to people?
This way if they die
they have someone 
on their side as they
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go through treatment.
They’ll have someone tell them 
they are worth the whole world, 
and I will take a bullet for them 
and I will make sure they have shelter
and I will make sure they never walk
the street at night. 
They will always be loved 
no matter what they do. 
They are the light to my sun.
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Hope
by A. M. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

Do you see a world full of mockery?
People play a game called life,
And laugh when it is taken with strife.

I know my rights from wrongs,
And want to do better.
One who feels so alone,
But knows she has God, in stormy weather.

With all the hurt and grief,
But still moves forward, without the cheats.
And when it’s only the beats
That keep her moving,
She dances to express her feeling.

When to be understood, is to understand
When to be comforted, is to comfort.
What you give, is what you get.
Dwelling in struggle and regret,

But to just turn around and neglect
The terrible people and the terrible feelings, 
And peeling away the good manner of meanings.

Learning when knowledge is power,
Loving when hatred is strong,
She hadn’t known what she had-till it was gone

When all you have to do is open your,
Eyes, heart, and mind.
With all this anger, she will still be as kind

As she can to everyone, even her enemies,
To be an example, and giving everyone epiphanies.
Finally, she realizes, understands and learns,
What matters most, is what she has to earn.

Everyone knows the sticks and stones,
But what do they know of broken bones?
Caused because of broken homes.
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Constantly feeling fire-flushed cheeks,
Instantly reacting and coming off as weak.
Many people start to become bleak,
When they see the news and turn on their TV’s.

They hear of all these terrible tragedies, continuing their faculties.
Money is the root of all evil; Love is the most powerful thing.
And me, I just want to be treated equal.
No matter how hard it is to cope, where there is despair bring hope.
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A Month of Running  
by B. S. at Salt Lake Valley Detention Center

Looking back to when  
I was just a little girl, 

so sheltered from the world,
I never knew the cries and pains 

just two cities away.
Now I know. 

Seventeen and
my yearning to see 

the colors of the world, 
explore every corner, 
feel, to the fullest, every adventure,

I ran away from the structure, 
too much structure, 
holding me in a place, a middle-ground.

A month later and eighteen, 
addicted to my cravings, the drugs, 
trapped in homelessness, hurting and empty, 
I look and see someone, 
someone I don’t know,
my eyes, dark and haunted, 

having seen too much too fast,
my mouth, once always kind, 

turned, downward, 
a scowl, tense, unmoving. 

My hair, a ratted mess, 
tangled from sleeping under 

a harsh and homeless sky.

Then, I just wanted to be free, 
to see the world for myself, 

ignore the warnings of
those knowing souls closing in on me. 

But, a month of running and
I felt my strength leave, my body, 

helpless and vulnerable, 
weakened with every passing day, 
my body not sure it would wake up 
the next morning. 
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Now stuck and detained, still yearning for freedom, 
I am not the same. 
Now I question – Where will I be next month? 
Who will I be then? 

My life will keep going on 
as long as I yearn to live. 
Now I know. Now I must look for freedom,
to choose, a path to that little girl,
the colors of her world,
every clear adventure, a middle ground
to higher ground.  

Now I know.
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The Heart
 Here is the heart of the matter: If you like a poem, then that poem is the best 
poem for you. Read all these poem, and you be the judge. Which poem do you 
think is the winner? The final poem in this chapbook tied for Second Place 
honors in the 2017 Words Unlocked poetry-writing contest. It is a fine poem 
written by a lovely young woman. But, if you have the time and desire, you 
decide for yourself which of these 41 poems speaks to your heart. A poem is a 
personal matter. No one should ever tell you which poems you like. Maybe the 
poem you will like best is the next poem you write. So, write your own poem or 
poems; make a whole chapbook of your poems, share them with your friends or 
just hold them close to your heart.
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The following poem tied for second place in the Words 
Unlocked poetry-writing contest.

Red Ribbons
by K. H. at Granite YESS Program

A girl, seventeen, you think of the world as a million opportunities.
But, a girl, shying away from mirrors, you see the world as a cage.

You grew to love everyone and everything, 
the ocean, the sweet sound of a woman’s lullaby,  
the crook of a man’s arm, the cry of a baby boy -- 
your mother, your father, your brother,
a life of no troubles, no fear, no times 
stolen by tears and screams of terror. 

The time shifted as your mother flung herself into a life of white powder,
obeying its every beck and call.
Your mother was no longer someone you could love,
a stranger in the body of a familiar woman.

Age of eight and there’s an imposter in your home, 
a new mother, a large woman, a fake face caked on, strange beauty. 
Relieved to have a mother, you grow comfortable. 
Little do you know she is a raging tank, the battlefield your family, 
turning everyone against each other, 
the war, bloody and ruthless, every man is for himself.
The tides turn, you lose everything, 
your father, on her side, your brother, turned against you.

Thirteen, another battle,
a warfront, a facility that promised safety.
A school you attend under false pretenses.
Nobody told you there would be mean girls.
Nobody told you there would be gossip that would revolve around you.
Nobody told you that you would have to claw for your own sanity,
ricocheting into a never-ending war with your mirror.
There would be only one way to fix things  . . .

The edge of a blade, a razor so tempting and friendly. 
It skipped across your skin with a smile, 
the razor, your new best friend, slashing red ribbons right into your skin.
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They asked you if it hurt. No, the ribbons were cloying,
a sweet reminder of your pain. It wasn’t anything you feared. The razor was 
your friend.
Until it lead you in a hall with bright lights, a psychiatrist with a never-ending 
grin.
“We’ll help you get better.”

Now and then, throughout my recovery I ache for the ribbons, red and swollen, 
across my skin but, never do I choose to act.
I remind myself that the release would only be temporary,
the aching will never end. My suffering will never cease with red ribbons, satiny
athwart my throbbing skin.
The razor’s edge can never change the damage of my childhood,
can never take back what those mean girls said,
can never change how I feel about my body.

Only I can. Everyday. Get up. Get dressed. Eat. And learn from my mistakes.
Never will I turn to the smile of the razor, never will I give up my power. 
Never will I value somebody’s idea of me more than my own.
I will embrace my pain like it’s an old friend.

A girl, shying away from mirrors you see the world as a cage. But, no more. 
A girl, seventeen, you think of the world as a million opportunities, and more.


